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Sticky Note
If your issuance is an AI for Director, WHS approval, remove Dir, O&MP and  PIO/DA&M and change WHS action to SIGNATURE.If your issuance is owned by WHS but will be approved by PIO/DA&M, change WHS action to COORD.If your issuance is NOT owned by WHS and will be approved by PIO/DA&M, remove Director, WHS.



19. SUMMARY (Continued)
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INSTRUCTIONS 

In Section 19, please address the following, adding an additional page if necessary. 

(1) Background/Discussion: Briefly describe "why" your action is being submitted, to include any significant
details. Your background should contain enough information so that the principal can make a decision.
Explain the suspense and the genesis of the action (was it initiated internally or externally; key
meetings or events that led to the current position).

(2) Coordination: If necessary, describe any internal/external coordination of significance, or how opposing
viewpoints were resolved.

(3) Recommendations: State specifically what you want signatories to do, for example; Sign the memo at
TAB A; Review the incoming report; Coordinate by signing the Form 1, etc.

Clearly state in the ACTION column what is asked of the Principal (decision authority).
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